envision your IT
SOLUTIONS

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY.
Digital and IT transformation is here, and it’s becoming increasingly important to
the overall success of a business. This notion is quickly catching on, as evidenced
by findings from one Constellation Research report, which showed that 65% of
respondents believe that digital transformation is essential to driving profits.*
Organizations that embrace digital and IT transformation stand out—and we can
help you do just that. We believe all solutions should have a meaningful impact on
improving the business—from the personalized user experience to a productive IT
environment that is secure and sustainable.
We offer a comprehensive portfolio of solutions and a vendor-neutral, customerfirst approach to help you simplify the technological landscape, so you can imagine,
implement and achieve more from technology.

At A Glance
We help businesses transform,
simplify and optimize their IT
infrastructure to compete in a
digital economy. Through the
strategic assessment, planning
and deployment of advanced
infrastructure solutions,
our experts help you achieve
maximum agility and superior
performance across your
infrastructure to drive fast-paced
innovation and growth.
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Cloud and Data Analytics
We work with you to design a hybrid cloud strategy that works for your business,
while also helping you pull meaningful insights from the mammoth amount of data
that’s produced each year.
Networking and Collaboration
We are your advocate as we navigate the increasingly complex advancements in
networking technology. We’ll help you build high-performance networks that foster
collaboration by integrating and optimizing voice, video, data and mobile application
services to securely enhance your user community experience.
Servers and Storage
Our comprehensive portfolio of enterprise-class servers and storage solutions
help you manage and optimize today’s data center infrastructure. Our elite team of
solution architects and system engineers can design, configure, and deploy modern
server and storage installations in a highly available and secure environment to meet
your specific business needs.
Convergence and Virtualization Infrastructure
We partner with top suppliers, such as Lenovo, Nutanix, Dell/EMC, Cisco, VMware
and others, to offer the best in both Converged and Hyper-Converged Infrastructure
solutions with virtualization. We’ll also help you decide which options are best
for your business.
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*Constellation Research 2017 Digital Transformation Study

